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I. Introduction: 45th Anniversary of Asian American Studies at 

Yale 

It is a great honor and pleasure to be invited back to Yale and 

to participate in this important conference.  

This gathering has historic significance. It was 45 years ago 

during the Spring semester of 1970 when the first class in Asian 

American Studies was offered at Yale. It was the first Asian American 

Studies class offered by any Ivy League college and, along with the 

first class offered at what was then called City College of New York, 

one of the first two that was taught east of the West Coast.  
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The class, which was entitled, “The Asian American 

Experience,” was proposed as one of the first goals of the Yale Asian 

American Students Association (AASA, which was renamed years 

later as the Yale Asian American Student Alliance), which had formed 

the previous semester in Fall 1969, which was also noteworthy 

because that is when women first enrolled as undergrads at Yale. 

Among the 750 pioneering undergraduate women, there were eleven 

Asian American women: eight who transferred to the junior and 

sophomore classes, and three who were freshmen. The first Asian 

American Studies class was offered in the residential college seminar 

series of Timothy Dwight College at Yale and organized and largely 

taught by Yale AASA members. Professor Chitoshi Yanaga, the first 

Japanese American who was tenured at Yale and a faculty member 

in the political science department, served as the teacher of record. A 

second generation Nisei, he shared his personal experiences of 

growing up in Hawaii, his encounters with housing discrimination as a 

graduate student at Berkeley, and his insights on how anti-Chinese 

and anti-Japanese exclusion laws and hostilities in California and 

elsewhere had an impact on U.S.-Asia relations, his area of scholarly 

expertise. About 20 of the 59 Asian American undergraduates at Yale 
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in 19701 took the two hours a week seminar, which explored a range 

of historical and contemporary topics from the individual to 

international levels: “What does it mean to be an Asian American at 

Yale and in American society? What was and should be the 

relationship between Asian Americans and the civil rights movement? 

And, how has the Vietnam War, the continuing hostilities with China, 

and trade tensions with Japan affected Asian Americans?  

The class was not taught in a social vacuum. It was a period of 

extraordinary social change and conflict. It occurred during the 

semester when the Bobby Seale and Black Panthers trial took place 

in New Haven and a massive May Day protest rally was held on the 

New Haven Green, which attracted thousands of demonstrators and 

the mobilization of the National Guard. Yale AASA issued a public 

statement, which was largely drafted by the future US Assistant 

Attorney General for Civil Rights (the federal government’s top civil 

rights official), Bill Lann Lee, a Yale junior from New York, which 

called for a fair trial for Seale and solidarity with Blacks and Latinos. 

The group also assisted Asian American restaurants and small 

																																																								
1	Aside	from	the	59	Yale	undergraduates,	there	were	three	graduate	students	at	

Yale,	who	played	significant	roles	in	the	early	development	of	Yale	AASA:	Glenn	

Omatsu,	a	graduate	student	in	psychology;	Peter	Choy,	a	law	student,	who	had	

graduated	from	Yale	College;	and	Rocky	Chin,	a	graduate	student	in	urban	planning.	
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businesses in New Haven in boarding up their front windows in 

anticipation of potential unrest and looting in the city, which 

fortunately did not occur. The class was also held when the Yale 

AASA organized the first-ever Asian American student conference in 

the East Coast in April 1970, which attracted over 300 students from 

over thirty colleges. Later, in Fall 1970, AASA organized the first 

Asian American Studies conference on the East Coast. AASA also 

successfully lobbied the Yale admissions office to recruit and admit 

more low-income, more public high school, and a greater diversity of 

Asian American students. In doing so, Yale became the first Ivy 

League institution to recognize Asian Americans as a historically 

underrepresented minority in the same manner that it did Blacks and 

Latinos for the purposes of enhancing student body diversity. In short, 

Yale included Asian Americans in its student affirmative action efforts. 

Yale AASA did more. It also worked with the Yale College 

Dean’s Office to set up a special “Floating Counselor” program to 

assist incoming Asian American students in making the transition to 

Yale; initiated so-called T-groups to collectively share personal 

experiences of being Asian Americans; joined with groups like 

“Asians Against the Vietnam War” in protesting the continued military 
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involvement of the US in Southeast Asia; and collected over 1000 

signatures from students at Yale’s dining halls urging Congress to 

repeal Title II of the 1950 McCarren Act, which allowed for the mass 

detention of citizens, without trial, similar to what was done to 

Japanese Americans during World War II.2  

In designing and taking the class, it became apparent to us that 

there were many limitations to the then existing literature on Asian 

Americans. Towards the end of the semester, a good friend of mine, 

Lowell Chun-Hoon, a junior from Hawaii who would later become a 

prominent labor attorney in Hawaii, and I decided that we wanted to 

help develop the emerging field of Asian American Studies by starting 

an academic journal. We agreed that we would each raise $500 

during the upcoming summer and use the funds to launch the journal 

during our senior year. Lowell successfully raised over $1000, but I 

must confess that was too involved in doing field research for my 

senior thesis that I did not live up to my commitment. Lowell, 

therefore, had first crack at job titles and became the first editor of our 

new journal, which we called Amerasia Journal. And although I did 

																																																								
2	The	petition	will	over	1000	signatures	was	introduced	into	the	Congressional	

Record	by	U.S.	Senator	Spark	Matsunaga	(D-HI),	who	was	one	of	the	leaders,	who	

spearheaded	the	campaign	to	successfully	repeal	Title	II	of	the	McCarren	Act.	
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not raise my share of funds, I became the publisher. (As an aside, I 

might mention that we considered a number of names for the new 

publication. One that we ended up rejecting because we thought it 

was probably too clever and easily misunderstood was “Youth In 

Asia”.) Along with other members of Yale AASA (like the future 

acclaimed architect Billie Tsien, who designed our first cover; and 

future distinguished civil rights attorneys Bill Lann Lee and Rocky 

Chin, who wrote articles on Yung Wing and New York Chinatown, 

respectively, for the first issue), we published two issues of Amerasia 

Journal in New Haven before we accepted an offer to transfer the 

publication to the then recently established UCLA Asian American 

Studies Center, the first research center on Asian Americans. The 

UCLA center has supported Amerasia Journal from July 1971 to the 

present and assured its development as the premier foundational 

academic journal for the field of Asian American Studies.  

II. A Wonderful Life Journey 

Asian American Studies – and more broadly, ethnic studies -- 

has served as a profoundly compelling and challenging personal, 

professional, and political focus of mine ever since I was a Yale 

undergraduate.  I have been on a wonderful life journey, which I could 
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not have foreseen traveling when I was an undergraduate, and 

witnessed and participated in an amazing array of dynamic and 

significant trends and historic events. I hope you will not mind if I 

share with you the importance of my Yale experience in taking my 

first steps on this forty-five-year trip. I think my journey provides 

credence to the adage that you should be open-minded in deciding 

on a college major and ultimately a career, and pursue what really 

interests you and what you find truly meaningful and fulfilling.  

I was born in Boyle Heights, which is a part of the City of Los 

Angeles, just east of the Los Angeles River and the downtown Little 

Tokyo, and grew up in an adjoining area called East Los Angeles. 

Before World War II and into the 1950s, this area had the largest 

concentration of American Jews in Los Angeles, the largest Japanese 

American community, and sizeable populations of Mexican 

Americans and Blacks. By the time I started elementary school, the 

vast majority of American Jews had moved out, especially to the San 

Fernando Valley and the Fairfax district of Los Angeles. Up until the 

second grade, I had several American Jewish classmates. After 

second grade, I would not have an American Jewish classmate or 

friend until I went to college. From second grade on, I went to racially 
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segregated, working class schools. My high school, Theodore 

Roosevelt High School, one of the oldest in Los Angeles and known 

for its long rivalry with neighboring Garfield High School, was 80% 

Mexican American/Chicano, 10% Asian American, and 10% African 

Americans. I believe we had one white student out of a graduating 

class of over 1000. Roosevelt was a wonderful place to spend my 

teenage years. It had lots of school spirit and tradition, active clubs, 

and many committed teachers. Its multiethnic, working class student 

body taught me important lessons about building relationships and 

friendships across racial, ethnic and class lines that have benefited 

me throughout my life. However, a year after I graduated this view of 

Roosevelt was challenged when students at Roosevelt and 

neighboring Lincoln, Wilson, and Garfield high schools staged what 

were called the “East Los Angeles Walkouts” or the “Chicano 

Blowouts” to protest the unequal and culturally insensitive education, 

which Chicano students were receiving in the Los Angeles Unified 

School District.  

My parents were both born in the US, but left the country with 

their families when they were very young and grew up in Hiroshima, 

Japan. In December 1939, they got married and decided to join my 
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father’s brothers, who had returned to the US and had settled in Los 

Angeles. They opened a small grocery store in South Los Angeles. 

They seemed to be doing fine until the Japanese attack on Pearl 

Harbor on December 7, 1941. Several months later, along with over 

120,000 other Japanese Americans they were forcibly and unjustly 

incarcerated for over three years in concentration camps, first in 

Poston, Arizona and then after they joined in protests with others over 

their imprisonment they were sent to a special concentration camp 

called Tule Lake in Northern California. They were angry at how they 

were treated, sought to renounce their US citizenship, and wanted to 

return to Japan. On August 6, 1945, the US dropped an atomic bomb 

on Hiroshima. My father’s parents were both killed and my mother’s 

parents and siblings miraculously survived while all the homes in front 

of, behind, and to the right and left of theirs were destroyed and the 

residents were killed. My relatives attribute their survival to a bamboo 

fence, which was in front of their house facing the epicenter of the 

atomic bombing. That burnt bamboo fence is on display in 

Hiroshima’s famous Peace Museum. My parents, who by then had a 

young child, my older brother, realized that they should not return to a 

ravished Hiroshima. They said that they begged US government 
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officials to allow them to stay in the US and to remain as US citizens. 

My parents were allowed to stay and eventually made their way back 

to Los Angeles. They lived in East Los Angeles for the remainder of 

their lives. My dad was a produce clerk at a supermarket and my 

mother was a seamstress in the downtown Los Angeles garment 

district. They tried as much as possible to raise me as a Japanese 

because, my mother said, it might be necessary to return to Japan if 

we faced difficult times. It was not possible for me to grow up fully as 

a Japanese. I thrived and enjoyed a multiethnic experience in East 

Los Angeles.  

If my life had followed a more common path after graduating 

from Roosevelt, I would have attended UCLA or the University of 

Southern California, commuted to the campus from my home, 

majored in biology or chemistry and been fortunate to become a 

medical doctor, which was my long-time career goal. If I would have 

enrolled at UCLA in Fall 1967, I would have found a large public 

university of over 30,000 students with a student body that was nearly 

90% white, less than 10% Asian American, and having a very small 

number of Blacks and Chicanos. Two years later in 1969, Asian 

American and other students of color, along with their alumni and 
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community leaders, called for the creation of ethnic studies research 

centers like the Asian American Studies Center. UCLA, without 

question, had one of the most active and influential groups of Asian 

American student activists and alumni in the nation, a tradition that 

continues to this day. However, if I had attended UCLA I am not sure 

I would have become an activist or even taken an Asian American 

Studies class. I do not recall any of my Asian American classmates 

from Roosevelt who attended UCLA becoming involved in Asian 

American activism at UCLA.  

It was a different story for my Chicano friends who attended 

UCLA and other colleges. Many became leaders in the Chicano 

student movement. And it was through the Chicano movement that I 

entered Asian American Studies and the Asian American movement. 

I was one of a handful of co-founding members of Yale MEChA, the 

Chicano student group, and I was actively involved in their activities 

on campus during my sophomore year before I helped to co-found 

the Yale Asian American Students Association during the start of my 

junior year. The agenda of activities and issues, which we pursued 

during Yale MEChA’s first year, including admissions, a Chicano 

Studies class, a Chicano student conference, etc., was greatly 
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influenced by the activities of the Black Student Alliance at Yale 

(BSAY), which had formed the year before. And when Yale AASA 

began to get organized in Fall 1969 we turned to Yale MEChA for a 

blueprint of initial goals and activities. In this manner, the three 

groups pursued similar goals and achieved success because they 

worked together and built strong bonds of collaboration, friendship 

and support. I have sought to practice this compelling approach in 

academia, politics, and my daily life. 

Instead of enrolling at UCLA, I attended Yale. I was the first of 

what would subsequently be many Roosevelt graduates to attend 

Yale. Although I had good grades, test scores, and extracurricular 

achievements, I have come to believe that my acceptance was due to 

a number of fortuitous and significant events. First, during the 

summer between my 10th and 11th grades, Los Angeles experienced 

the largest and costliest urban riot during the civil rights era. It 

became known as the Watts Riots, and hundreds of businesses were 

burned and over forty people lost their lives during a six-day period in 

August 1965 in South Los Angeles. I believe this uprising, along with 

the growing momentum of the civil rights movement and the 

increasing militancy of Black revolutionaries, began to have an impact 
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on a number of institutions across the nation, including colleges and 

universities. Yale had just hired a young and progressive new dean of 

admissions, R. Inslee “Inky” Clark, who wanted to change the 

makeup of the Yale student body by attracting more students from 

schools, which traditionally had not sent students to the university, 

especially public high schools. At the same time, Roosevelt had an 

art teacher and counselor named Carmen Terrazas, a Mexican 

American who had graduated from the school many years before, 

who felt that Roosevelt students should have the same opportunities 

as students from private and suburban schools in attending a range 

of colleges. She probably was the first college adviser at any Los 

Angeles public high school and reached out to colleges across the 

country to come to Roosevelt to meet and recruit her students. It was 

the joining of the outreach efforts by both Terrazas and Yale in the 

post-Watts Riots civil rights era that resulted in Yale coming to 

Roosevelt to recruit students for the first time ever when I was a 

senior. And so it took far more than good grades and test scores for 

me to get to Yale. Without being overly dramatic, I think it took a 

righteous national social justice movement, an unprecedented urban 
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rebellion, historic changes in laws, policies, and institutional practices 

– as well as the commitment of good people – for me to enter Yale.  

If UCLA was a predominantly white institution in Fall 1967 with 

nearly 90% of its students being white, then what would you call Yale, 

which was nearly 99% white? My freshman class was touted as the 

“brightest and most diverse” entering class in the college’s history, 

going all the way back to its founding in 1701, because of the 

extensive outreach efforts and new admissions priorities of the new, 

progressive dean of admissions. There were 1,000 men (Yale was 

all-male until my junior year), of which 10 were Black, 10 were Asian 

American, 1 was Pacific Islander, 1 was Chicano, 3 were Puerto 

Rican, and none were Native Americans. The remaining 975 

freshmen out of 1000 were white. Yale and Roosevelt could not be 

more different. However, for a number of reasons, I believed I made 

the right choice in going to Yale. I loved the college, had many 

friends, enjoyed being in the East Coast, and had interesting 

professors and classes. Every day seemed like a wonderful new 

adventure. 

I have come to believe that there were several pivotal 

experiences that I had during my undergraduate years that fueled 
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and inspired my lifelong interest in Asian American Studies and 

Ethnic Studies and in issues of social justice. One incident occurred a 

few months after I started Yale on December 7, 1967, twenty-six 

years after Japan bombed Pearl Harbor, which led to the entry of the 

US into World War II. When I was growing up, December 7 was a day 

I always dreaded. It seemed like there was always at least one 

teacher – a history teacher, a PE teacher, it did not matter – who 

would ask the class, “Do you know what important event happened 

on this day?” The students in the class would raise their hands, a few 

of them would glance at the Japanese American students in the 

room, and one would usually answer, “This was the day the 

Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor.” I always felt uncomfortable, 

although I knew I did not have anything to do with it.  

December 7 arrived during my freshman year and I wondered 

whether anything would happen. I attended all of my classes and 

none of the professors brought it up, and I went to my meals and 

none of my classmates made reference to it. I was relieved and 

thought that Yale, a place with lots of smart and socially aware 

people, was different. After dinner, I settled in my room and studied. 

At exactly 9:00 p.m., without warning, it seemed like everyone in my 
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dorm in McClellan Hall came to my room, started to pelt me with 

water balloons, and loudly chanted, “Bomb Pearl Harbor! Bomb Pearl 

Harbor! Bomb Pearl Harbor!” While I was dripping wet and completely 

stunned by what was happening, a fellow student, who had been the 

national high school debate champ the year before, came up to me 

and recited by memory President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s “(This) 

date will live in infamy” declaration of war speech. The chanting 

continued as if we were at a football game.  Soon after, everyone left 

and I was left with cleaning up my room. I really did not know how I 

should respond. Should I just go along with my classmates, who 

thought it was a prank and laugh it off like they did, or should I be 

upset because I was being linked by ancestry to a horrendous 

tragedy in US history that occurred many years before and that my 

classmates were not sensitive to or perhaps aware of what was done 

to my parents and other Japanese Americans during the war?  

This incident weighed on me for several days of serious 

introspection. I did not seek guidance from my freshman counselor, 

college dean, or anyone. I did not think any of them would 

understand. I came to realize that as much as I was hurt by what had 

happened I really knew very little about the wartime incarceration of 
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Japanese Americans. My parents had told me about the names of the 

concentration camps where they were held, but very little else. Like 

many other Japanese Americans who had survived the concentration 

camp experience, they remained stoically silent, traumatized and 

cautious for decades. Most did not share their memories with their 

children, I suspect, because their wartime treatment was so painful, 

disastrous and unjustified and they did not want their children to have 

a discouraging outlook about their futures in American society. In my 

K-12 schooling, I learned about Pearl Harbor, but I never learned 

anything about the forced incarceration. I decided that I should try to 

learn what happened to my parents and went to Yale’s Sterling 

Library, where I checked out a book entitled, Prejudice, War and the 

Constitution, which was written by three UC Berkeley law professors 

and provided a historical and legal analysis of the decision to 

imprison the Japanese Americans. This was the first book I ever read 

on Japanese Americans or Asian Americans.  

Over the years, I have come to believe that this incident is at 

the core of many of my fundamental goals in teaching Asian 

American Studies and Ethnic Studies. For example, I think many 

students like me take these courses because they want to learn 
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about the historical and current experiences of their own ethnic and 

racial groups, as well as those of other groups. K-12 textbooks and 

curricula now contain more multiethnic and multiracial content than 

when I was going to school, but many college students want to learn 

more. I also think it is important to recognize that these classes may 

serve to enhance awareness of self and others, especially in 

grappling with very complex issues of ethnic and racial identity, and 

the continuing significance and challenges of race in an increasingly 

diverse society and inter-connected world. Some students, in turn, 

will be inspired as I was to become scholars and teachers of ethnic 

studies and affiliated fields, while others will embrace Yale’s and 

other colleges’ calls to public service and use their knowledge in 

becoming civil rights advocates, elected officials, social services 

workers, as well as leaders in community and volunteer 

organizations. And finally, the Pearl Harbor incident illustrates that 

teaching the Asian American experience is not just for the benefit of 

Asian Americans. We should try to share as much of the Asian 

American experience with as many others on our campuses and in 

the general public. There is so much that they can learn, just as I 

have gained invaluable and oftentimes alternative insights and 
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viewpoints about American life and about myself from taking classes 

on and reading about African Americans, Chicanos, Native 

Americans, American Jews, Italian Americans and others.  

At Yale during my undergraduate career, there was a very 

popular and large class on US history that covered the period up to 

World War II that was taught by a preeminent historian, Sterling 

Professor John Blum, who was known as a magnificent lecturer. Most 

students took this class during their sophomore year. On the final day 

of his class, he would always give a lecture on the wartime 

incarceration of Japanese Americans: why it was unconstitutional, 

unnecessary, and wrong, and why he hoped that his Yale students, 

many of whom would occupy significant positions of power during 

their adult lives, should never repeat this tragic mistake. I remember 

some of my dorm friends who had thrown water balloons at me 

during my freshman year coming up to me after Professor Blum’s last 

class during our sophomore year and apologizing for what they had 

done and asking me questions to learn more about what my parents 

and other Japanese Americans had endured. Every year, I knew 

exactly when Professor Blum delivered this lecture. There were 

always students who came up to me to learn more about the 
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Japanese American wartime experience and more generally about 

Asian Americans. It is my hope that years later during their adult lives 

when national crises like 9/11 occurred that they remembered and 

applied or shared the lessons that Professor Blum tried to teach 

them.  

III. An Unforeseen Future of Change and Growth: Asian 

Americans, Asian American Studies, and Yale 

I have now been retired for five years. Looking back, I am very 

grateful to have had the opportunity to attend Yale for my 

undergraduate education and for igniting my interest in doing original 

research in Asian American Studies and political science; to have had 

the opportunity to go to that red school up north for my doctorate in 

political science; and to have spent thirty-five years as a professor 

and research center director of Asian American Studies at UCLA, my 

only employer in life. I am glad when I was a Yale senior that I 

wanted to help develop Asian American Studies and Ethnic Studies, 

and to participate in the building of organizations and communities of 

color, although it definitely was not evident what the future would 

hold. In retrospect, I feel very fortunate to have observed, analyzed, 

shared and contributed to all that unfolded for Asian Americans and 
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Asian American Studies, as well as for ethnic studies and 

communities of color, in the years since my undergraduate years.  

For example, I witnessed the extraordinary demographic 

transformation that the Asian American population underwent in 

growing from a relatively small, regionally situated West Coast group 

of 1.5 million in 1970 to a national population twice its size of 3.5 

million in 1980, as a result of significant changes in US immigration 

policies. To my surprise, the population kept growing. I definitely 

could not have imagined that the Asian American population would 

reach 18 million, which is what it is today. The census bureau’s 

projection that there will be 40 million Asian Americans in 2040 – 

nearly 10% of the nation’s population – would have seemed utterly 

absurd when I was an undergraduate.  

I have seen Hawaii, which was the state with the most Asian 

Americans in 1970, dropping below California in 1980 and now 

occupying the fifth spot after California, New York, Texas, and New 

Jersey in terms of its number of Asian Americans.  

I have seen Japanese Americans, who were the largest Asian 

American group in 1970 with nearly 40% of all Asian Americans, also 

falling down the population ladder and now being the sixth largest 
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group after Chinese, Filipino, Asian Indian, Vietnamese and Korean 

Americans.  

I have marveled at how the Asian American population from 

1970 to 1980 completely changed from a majority US-born group to a 

majority foreign-born population, which remains the case to this date. 

I have also seen how the then controversial new concept and 

term of self-determination from the late 1960s, “Asian American,” 

which was proposed to symbolize the interrelated histories of 

oppression and exploitation experienced by all Asian groups in US 

society and the advantages of working together in unity to achieve 

common goals rather than going separate ethnic ways, has been 

increasingly embraced and pursued by more and more sectors of the 

Asian American population. There are now thousands of 

organizations and programs across the nation, which carry the name 

“Asian American”. 

I recall one of my first visits to New York City when I was a 

freshman and walking many blocks before I saw another Asian. 

These days, it would be difficult to avoid seeing another Asian since 

there are over a million of them in the city.  
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I remember in 1976 when I first compiled a list of Asian 

American elected officials for the publication we now call the National 

Asian Pacific American Political Almanac that there were so few 

elected officials – and practically all were from the four West Coast 

states of Hawaii, California, Washington, and Oregon – that I could 

literally type, xerox, and staple the list. When we released our 15th 

edition last year, after Asian Americans had substantially enhanced 

their political infrastructure of voters, candidates, donors, and political 

groups, there were 4,000 Asian American elected and major 

appointed officials in 38 different states.  

And, of course, all of these changes brings to mind another 

familiar adage,“the more things change, the more they remain the 

same”, be it the persistence of racial and ethnic slurs like “Chink,” 

“Jap,” and “Flip,” or the amazing longevity and ramifications of the 

model minority stereotype that was first proposed in the 1960s. 

However, with great pride, I also have witnessed the amazing, 

collective development and maturation of Asian American Studies 

during the past forty-five years. Classes are now taught at over 200 

colleges and universities. Many have undergraduate majors, minors, 

and concentrations. There are graduate programs, and hopefully 
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soon, UCLA will be offering the nation’s first PhD in Asian American 

Studies. There are also a number of universities that have firmly 

supported and institutionalized Asian American Studies by 

establishing departments and research centers. Outside of higher 

education there are now a number of museums, theater groups, 

community-based organizations, civil rights groups, and film and 

literary associations that contribute to and benefit from Asian 

American Studies.  

Asian American Studies has also grown substantially in terms 

of its scholarship and creative contributions. As the speakers will 

share at today’s conference, there has been a tremendous growth in 

the research literature from historical works to literary studies and 

from social science inquiries to those of professional school 

disciplines like law, education, and public health. After 45 years, 

Amerasia Journal has published over 30,000 pages of scholarship. 

And the number of articles published in other journals, as well as the 

thousands of books, policy reports, novels and films on Asian 

Americans can now occupy a significant section of a college library. 

Indeed, at one time Asian Americans were stereotyped as being only 

good in math and not so good in writing and verbal skills. And yet, 
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over the past forty-five years, the field of Asian American literature – 

the creative writers, scholars, and critics – has been one of the most 

vibrant, productive, and influential areas within Asian American 

Studies, as well as contemporary US literature. 

Yale has played an important role in the development of Asian 

American Studies. Since 1970, when it offered its first class, Yale has 

offered one and sometimes several undergraduate classes each 

year, usually at the insistence of generations of Yale AASA members, 

which has helped to inspire students and faculty at other colleges, 

especially those in the East Coast, to seek and justify classes at their 

own institutions. Until 1995, when Professor Brian Hayashi was 

appointed to a tenure track position in American Studies and history, 

Yale relied on part-time adjunct lecturers to teach these classes. 

Professor Hayashi, a PhD graduate of UCLA’s history department 

who had been long active with the UCLA Asian American Studies 

Center, taught several Asian American Studies classes annually and 

helped to design and establish the Ethnicity, Race and Migration 

undergraduate program while he was at Yale. After Professor 

Hayashi left Yale for Kyoto University, the university hired two 

assistant professors to teach Asian American Studies classes. 
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Professor Mary Lui was one of those new hires and she subsequently 

became Yale’s first tenured and also the first full professor, who 

specializes in Asian American Studies. She has done a remarkable 

job. However, she remains as the only full-time professor in Asian 

American Studies at Yale. In contrast, UCLA, which started its many 

Asian American Studies efforts a year before Yale in 1969, has the 

largest and most renowned faculty in Asian American Studies in the 

nation. It has nearly 60 tenured professors in over twenty-five 

departments across UCLA from comparative literature to law, who 

teach and do research on Asian Americans and are affiliated with the 

Asian American Studies Center. UCLA also has a Department of 

Asian American Studies, of which 30 of the 60 tenured faculty are 

members, who offer over 70 graduate and undergraduate classes 

annually to support its degree programs. 

Yale has not devoted sufficient resources to build Asian 

American Studies. However, the commitment and sacrifices of the 

few Asian American Studies specialists on the faculty and among 

graduate students over the past 45 years, as well as other professors 

from departments across the university who have mentored and 

supervised interested undergraduates and graduate students with 
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their senior theses and doctoral dissertations, has actually led to Yale 

producing a notable number of scholars for the field of Asian 

American Studies, as well as writers and other creative contributors 

for Asian America. Indeed, after UCLA and UC Berkeley, the top two 

producers, there may arguably be more Asian American Studies 

scholars who did their undergraduate and/or graduate work at Yale 

than any other university. Several will be speaking on panels today 

(Professor Ju Yon Kim, Harvard; Professor Janelle Wong, University 

of Maryland; Professor Vijay Iyer, Harvard). Others include Professor 

David Yoo, who succeeded me as director of the UCLA Asian 

American Studies Center and Professor Hiroshi Motomura of UCLA 

Law; Professor Madeline Hsu, who headed the University of Texas 

Asian American Studies program; Professor Thomas Fujita-Rony, 

former chair of the Asian American Studies Program), and Professor 

Susie Woo of California State University Fullerton; Professor Adria 

Imada of UC San Diego; Professor Linus Yamane of the Claremont 

Colleges; Professor Sandhya Shukla, University of Virginia; Professor 

Adrienne Lo, University of Illinois; Professors Claire Kim and Dorothy 

Fujita-Rony of UC Irvine, among many others. 
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I hope that Yale makes Asian American Studies a higher 

institutional priority in the future. Like other universities, which have 

succeeded in building viable programs, it will probably take the 

concerted efforts of students, faculty, alumni, administrators, donors 

and other interested leaders and individuals to advocate for this and 

to make it happen. Although I suspect I will not be around 45 years 

from now when there may be a celebration of the 90th anniversary of 

the first Asian American Studies class at Yale, I hope we will look 

back on this day and this conference (and hopefully in less time than 

45 years) as a major milestone in the long-advocated growth and 

anchoring of Asian American Studies at Yale. I believe a first-rate 

Asian American Studies program would be a brightly shining jewel in 

Yale’s scholarly treasure chest.  


